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THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
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Across
3. What is the name of the wrecked 

steamboat on which Huck and Jim 

encounter the robbers?

8. who was the lady who rambles on and 

starts commotion when huck 'tom'returns 

after the escape?

11. At the end of the novel, which 

character informs the others that Jim is 

actually a free man?

14. Where does Huck hide the Wilks 

family gold?

17. Who is the main character of the 

novel?

18. other than miss.watson who took care 

of huckleberry finn?

19. Down which river do Huck and Jim 

travel?

21. who is huck's father?

22. what family takes huck in after a 

steamboat hits his raft?

24. Which Wilks sister is initially 

suspicious of Huck?

25. who was tom sawyers aunt?

26. What is the name of the town where 

Huck, Jim, and Tom live at the novel’s 

opening?

27. who plays a trick on jim?

28. What charm does Jim wear around his 

neck that he says cures sickness?

Down
1. What is the source of the fortune that 

Judge Thatcher is keeping in trust for Huck?

2. huck doesnt turn on jim because there 

what?

4. How do the duke and the dauphin 

dress Jim so that he can stay on the raft 

without being tied up?

5. What is Jim’s initial destination when 

he and Huck start downriver?

6. who is miss.watson's slave?

7. who is the local judge

9. duke and who were a pair on con 

men?

10. What is Jim’s initial destination when 

he and Huck start downriver?

12. What kind of animal does Huck kill as 

part of the plot to fake his own death?

13. What does the “witch pie” that Huck 

and Tom bake for Jim contain?

15. who set jim free in her own will?

16. Who is Huck's best friend and the 

leader of the boys' gang?

20. who does tom go home with?

23. Which of the following symbolizes 

bad luck to Huck and Jim?


